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Critical
Listening
at FOX
Newman Scoring Stage Finds
Clarity, Detail, Translation With
New Monitoring System
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Listening In on the

NEWMAN SCO
Fox Studios Overhauls B-Chain With
Meyer Sound Bluehorn Monitoring System
By Tom Kenny / Photos by Adrian Tiemens

I

magine what it must have felt like for an
aspiring audio professional back in the
1930s and ’40s, long before multichannel
recording, long before off-the-shelf
consoles or emulation reverb plug-ins, to walk
into a big Hollywood scoring session for that
year’s big Hollywood musical.
A big room…a giant room! A conductor in
front of an 80-piece orchestra and a grainy,
flickering reel of film projected on one of the
four walls. Just a few microphones. A couple of
guys in white shirts and ties tucked away into
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a tiny control room up above or off to the side.
Film reels whirling on six-foot-tall “dubbers.”
But the sound out in the room… Wow. It must
have been magic. Nothing outside of a fine
concert hall could match the energy. There was
no “music-studio” equivalent.
At the time of the Golden Age of Film
Scoring, the recording industry was mostly
still hiding out within the radio industry. That
would change, of course, in the late 1940s and
on into the 1950s, when the modern recording
industry would emerge. But even today, when

technological changes have led to the creation
of multi-room studio complexes, private
studios, destination studios, post-production
studios, garage studios, bedroom studios,
mobile studios, project studios, producerowned studios, mix-only studios, rehearsal
studios, laptop studios, hybrid studios, podcast
studios and every other kind of studio that
might be imagined, film scoring stages occupy
the rarefied air. After 100 years, they still sit
atop the high-end, critical listening studio
food chain.

ORING STAGE

TRADITION MEETS MODERN DAY
You can probably count on hands and toes
the number of true, old-style film scoring
stages currently around the world; the ones
that can accommodate a 100-piece orchestra,
with enough mics and cue stations, a modified
tracking console, and the cubic volume and timeworn acoustic signature to deliver a high-dollar,
high-pressure score heard from thousands of
screens and millions of iPhones.
Of course, Oscar-worthy scores can be done
on a keyboard, with samples, or section by

From left, Erin Michael Rettig, Fox Scoring Stage Supervising Engineer, Meyer Sound’s Miles Rogers, and Marc
Gebauer, Fox Scoring Stage Chief Engineer.
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section, supplemented with virtual instruments.
They can be done with a solo cello in a Berlin
home studio. They can be done in Seattle or
Salt Lake or Charlotte. Plenty of high-quality,
high-end videogame scores are done at Ocean
Way in Nashville. But few places can host the
city philharmonic and reliably deliver quality
recordings for a theatrical blockbuster or
Grammy-winning Best Classical Recording,
while under the constant pressure of thousands
and thousands of dollars an hour, with zero
downtime save union breaks.
There are examples in Berlin, London, Paris,
Moscow and Mumbai. In Italy and Spain and
China. Three of those stages are in Los Angeles:
the Barbra Streisand Scoring Stage on the Sony
Pictures Studios lot; the Eastwood Scoring
Stage at Warner Bros.; and the Newman Scoring
Stage at Fox, renamed so during the last audio
makeover in 1997 to honor the great Alfred
and Lionel Newman, whose legacy continues
across the family’s generations, in hundreds of
memorable film scores, and above the entrance
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to one of the great studios in the world.
Things haven’t been easy of late for the Los
Angeles-based film score community. Over the
past few decades, for union, budgetary, taxincentive and many other issues, big projects
have left town for Eastern Europe, London,
work-for-hire states, and keyboards and laptops.
It’s rare that a television drama uses a full
orchestra. For those that remain, staying current
in technologies and workflow has become evermore crucial. These aren’t the types of facilities
that change very often.

“Well, Armin walked in the very
first day, stopped when he walked
into the room, and said, ‘What are
you listening to, my boy?’ He sat
down, said these are phenomenal,
that he was hearing things that
he knew were there but couldn’t
really hear before."
—Denis St. Amand

The entrance to the Fox Scoring Stage.

Rarely would one of these handful of studios
revisit the live room. Maybe a couple of tiny
alterations over the past 80 years, but walls, floors
and ceilings remain largely as they were in 1939.
The control rooms, however, have undergone
significant changes, getting larger, cleaner and
more accurate over the years. Still, renovations
are rare, sometimes spanning decades. So when
Fox Studios decided to pull out the Genelec
mains system from the late 1990s and replace it
with Meyer Sound’s new Bluehorn Monitoring
System in July 2019, it was considered a big deal
for all parties involved.
A full-on 7.1 Meyer Sound Bluehorn System
doesn’t come cheap. And considering that top
scoring mixers, for the past 20 years at least, have
tended to travel with their personal reference
monitors, or have a pre-tuned favorite system
set up for their arrival, the switchover at the
Newman could be considered something of a
statement. They were turning the mains back on!

What Makes a Bluehorn?
AND NOW, ON WITH THE STORY
Denis St. Amand spent the last 25 years of his
career at Fox Studios, the first half of his years
in re-recording and, since 2006, in the scoring
department. He was a part of the team that
put in the Neve 88R in the late-2000s. He was
assistant chief engineer in 2016 when he first
heard the Bluehorns and became the studio’s
early champion for change. (St. Amand retired
a year into the project but remained a regular
visitor and consultant through the final tuning
of the system in July 2019.)
“When engineers come to a studio like ours,
the in-house monitors rarely got used,” St. Amand
says. “Shawn Murphy would come in with B&W
or ATCs, larger midfield monitors, and we would
have to figure out how to implement things like
bass management into our system, wire that
in, track down ground loops. Then three years
ago Shawn came in with a John Powell project
and insisted on Miles [Rogers, of Meyer Sound]
bringing in Bluehorn, which we all really wanted
to hear anyway. After the project was over, we
asked Shawn, ‘If we put these in, would you use

Bluehorn monitors were not designed solely
for large screens and million-dollar projects.
They represent a culmination, of sorts, of John
Meyer’s relentless pursuit of accuracy and
clarity, with true linearity across all frequencies
as its base. With Bluehorn, the team, many of
whom began the project in the mid-1980s with
the HD-1 near-field studio monitor, ushering in
the powered monitor age, looked hard at phase
anomalies, while tweaking and refining every
aspect of the final speaker over the course of
six years, from cabinet to amplifier to hornloaded tweeter.
“Meyer Sound has been dealing with lowdistortion horns and drivers for a long, long
time now,” says Miles Rogers, representative
for cinema sound. “From a transfer function
standpoint, you’re talking about magnitude
and saying, ‘Hey, the higher dynamic range of
this speaker, from the quietest to the loudest
passages, we are going to be completely
linear, accurate in representation across the
spectrum. And we’ve done that for years.
“But then you look at the phase measurement

of your transfer function, which tells you time
of arrival of your frequencies,” he continues.
“That gives you an interesting picture, which
is that all loudspeakers essentially have
a different phase characteristic—if you
measure JBLs, PMCs, ATCs, Meyer Sound,
whoever. All manufacturers have different
phase characteristics. A totally different
phase signature to them.
“The whole point of the Bluehorn System
was to say, ‘Can we remove this time
nonlinearity and make it phase-flat across
the entire operating range. And if we do that,
does it matter?’ For six years at Meyer we
went through this. Make a tweak, listen, move
forward. This is the amplifier technology, this
is the compression driver. Test, listen. Bring in
people to listen. Tweak, listen. Repeat.
“The current phase-correction algorithm
we’re using was written by Perrin Meyer, John
and Helen’s son. He took the code and rewrote
it to make it faster and cleaner and better.
The sum total of those tiny steps became this
Bluehorn System.”

4560 CORE Binaural Headset Microphone
Immersive audio is now within easy reach with the new 4560 Binaural Headset Microphone.
Perfect for sound designers, engineers and musicians who want to capture authentic and accurate
immersive audio.
mi c ro p h o ne s . c o m/ 4 560

The control room in the Fox Scoring Stage updated its
monitoring system after 20 years, installing a Meyer
Sound Bluehorn system.

them?’ His immediate answer was yes.”
Producer/engineer Armin Steiner echoed the
sentiments soon after, as St. Amand recalls:
“Well, Armin walked in the very first day,
stopped when he walked into the room, and
said, ‘What are you listening to, my boy?’ He
sat down, said these are phenomenal, that he
was hearing things that he knew were there but
couldn’t really hear before—the definition in the
woodwinds. The clarity and definition he was
hearing was astounding to him.”
Early endorsements are crucial to any
manufacturer entering a new, relatively small
market, in this case cinema and television
sound post-production and higher-end music
recording. The company had introduced
Acheron a few years prior and inserted itself into
edit suites and small stages around L.A. and up to
Skywalker Sound, over to New York and London.
Still, a technology introduction into an
established market is a long game, which for
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Meyer Sound has meant six years of Bluehorn
research and development followed by ongoing,
heavily personalized marketing rollouts. The
team at Meyer Sound, led in L.A. and around
the world for many years by Steve Shurtz and
now represented by Miles Rogers, Business
Development Manager, Cinema and Content

Creation Markets, knew that the acceptance of
Bluehorn would be a process.
Prior to becoming the point person for cinema
sound at Meyer, Rogers spent three years in the
engineering department at the USC School of
Cinematic Arts, followed by five years as a field
service engineer at Avid during the introduction of

The classic stage itself remained untouched.

the ICON, D-Command and D-Control stampede
through Hollywood. He established a vast network
of relationships, which serves him well to this day.
“The market had been divided in an interesting
way over the years into cinema loudspeakers and
music loudspeakers,” Rogers says. “With our
standard cinema line, the Acherons and such, we
reached that point in development where it led
to the Bluehorn System, which introduces the
next step in loudspeaker technology available.
[See sidebar.]
“Then we thought, ‘Who are the most
demanding engineers on the post-production
side?’” he continues. “The scoring mixers! High
sample rates, crazy, pressure-filled sessions,
super-demanding with performance. If we can
create a product for their workflow, we thought,
then we have a technology that can scale in both
directions. The Bluehorn System works for the
market as it’s defining itself right now. People
are building these mid-sized immersive rooms

“Then we thought, ‘Who are the most demanding engineers on
the post-production side?’ The scoring mixers! High sample rates,
crazy, pressure-filled sessions, super-demanding with performance.
If we can create a product for their workflow, we thought,
then we have a technology that can scale in both directions.”
—Miles Rogers

that have to work for both theatrical and Atmos
Home Entertainment. Bluehorn bridges that
gap. It operates with the precision and detail of
a near-field speaker, but it can also go to the SPLs
of a main system, with clean, consistent power.
And it has life.”
THE SYSTEM AT THE NEWMAN
Back in 2016, when Shawn Murphy requested a
temporary Bluehorn package for his work on the
score for The BFG at Sony, Meyer Sound set up a
portable system in Los Angeles to move around
for demos and loaned out when requested.
One week after Murphy was finished with the
tracking, Bluehorn was officially introduced
to the world at Mix Presents Sound for Film

& Television, on the Sony lot. That traveling
system followed Murphy to Fox for his work on
Ferdinand. It was then left there for a few more
projects, and Fox was hooked.
The studio actually purchased the system
long before it went in. They simply had to wait
for sufficient down time, finally finding it in July
2019. Though Fox purchased and prepped a fullblown immersive sound package, those ceiling
and additional wall speakers are still in storage,
awaiting Phase 2. The way things are moving so
fast in Dolby Atmos Home and Dolby Atmos
Music, having become established and solidified
in Dolby Cinema, Phase 2 can’t be far off.
As it stands right now, three Bluehorn Systems
sit across the front, LCR. Meyer Sound HMS-12s
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replaced the wall surrounds, and the bump up to
7.1 from 5.1, with modes set up for both formats
in the Neve 88R monitor bus, required a couple
of more HMS-12s across the back wall. The size
and fit of the Bluehorn Systems proved most
fortunate. There was no need to rebuild the
soffit structure. The Bluehorn LCR has its own
GALAXY control system.
Four Meyer Sound X-400 subwoofers, now
set up in a cardioid configuration, complete the
package. “Early on at Fox, they would get low
frequency energy seeping through the glass,”
Rogers says. “And of course they thought it
would be nice to attenuate that level bleeding
on to the scoring stage. So we came up with a
cardioid configuration that not only attenuated
the energy to the stage, but it ended up reducing
some boundary cancellations at the mix position.
The LFE was smoothed out substantially.”
TRANSLATION, ROOM TO ROOM
The development of a new piece of hardware or
software requires a point of reference, however
that might be determined. Content is no
different, audio included. It must go through its
own production and post-production (mixing)
process, and to maintain quality throughout the
chain, it helps to have trust in the truth of what
comes out of a speaker, no matter the name on
the grille. Then take that trust, and integrate it
throughout the facility.
Some edit suites and dub stages on the Fox
Studios lot have had Acheron Designer systems
in place for years. Andy Nelson, an A-list, Oscarwinning re-recording mixer based nearby, was also
an early advocate because of the way the music
mixes were coming to the final mix, well-balanced
and settling right into the final dub. The early
anecdotal plaudits abound, most of it mentioning
that late-stage fixes and pickups are fewer.
“The whole conversation around the
Bluehorn System has been telling people that
they need to check out new technologies driving
the loudspeaker industry,” Rogers says. “If the
whole point of your monitor system is that it
translates into the other rooms—and that you
have a place that serves as a reference—this Fox
project is what Bluehorn is all about.”
Erin Rettig, who replaced St. Amand as Scoring
Engineer, came out of sound editing on the Fox
Studios lot, where he had some experience
with Meyer Sound Acheron monitors. A little
less than two years ago he became Supervising
Engineer of the scoring stage and was thrust into
the project, co-driving its implementation and
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Detail of the Meyer Sound Bluehorn center channel.

completion alongside Marc Gebauer.
“Since the Bluehorn System has been installed,
as a group the scoring mixers have shown a
great deal more confidence in how these will
translate,” Rettig says. “Some have brought in
their own speakers, compared, and decided that
it was not really necessary anymore. Quite a few
who have since stopped bringing their own.”
Well, it was three years in coming for Meyer
Sound and Fox, following those six years in
Bluehorn development. To Miles Rogers at
Meyer Sound, it absolutely represents a next
step in speaker technology. And though he is the
one in the field with the customer, making them
happy, he knows what those years have meant.
“I have to give a nod to Steve Shurtz,” he
concludes. “I have been blessed to come up in
the Meyer Sound world with Steve Shurtz as my
mentor. He started the push for Meyer Sound in
cinema with relationships that were built on trust.
“And the team in R&D that John Meyer
has built is absolutely amazing. Paul Kohut,
Jon Arneson, and many others helped make
the Bluehorn System a reality. Steve Bush and
Richard Hyland were there onsite. From the very
beginning this was a team effort.” n

SOUND REINFORCEMENT PRODUCTS
Meyer Sound ULTRA-X20 Loudspeaker
and USW-112P Subwoofer
The new Meyer Sound ULTRA-X20 compact point
source loudspeaker is a junior-sized version of the
ULTRA-X40 loudspeaker, and offers the same design
principles and technologies, but employs smaller
drivers in a lighter and more compact package.
The ULTRA-X20 incorporates two 5-inch cone
drivers, one 2-inch diaphragm compression driver
and a rotatable 110- x 50-degree horn in a coaxial
configuration. Power comes from a 3-channel Class
D amplifier with DSP, with everything placed inside
a compact cabinet that measures 7.5 inches wide by
19.04 inches high by 8.6 inches deep and weighs 26
pounds. Preliminary performance specifications give an
operating frequency range of 60 Hz to 18 kHz, phase response of ±45 degrees
(100 Hz – 16 kHz) and linear peak SPL of 123.5 dB measured with M-Noise.
The USW-112P compact subwoofer packs low frequency performance
into a slender, self-powered package measuring less than 12 inches deep.
The slanted connector panel allows placement flush to walls, in vertical
or horizontal orientation. The USW-112P houses a single 12-inch longexcursion driver along with a Class D amplifier and digital signal processing.
The cabinet design features a low velocity port, based on the USW-210P,
with optimized tuning for linear response and low distortion. Preliminary
performance specifications include a linear peak output (measured with
M-Noise signal) of 123 dB SPL across an operating frequency range of 35
Hz to 140 Hz. Phase response measures ±30 degrees from 45 Hz to 120 Hz.

DiGiCo A164D Wall LCD and A168D Stage for 4REA4
DiGiCo has announced
two new I/O Racks—the
A164D Wall LCD and
A168D Stage—for its
4REA4 processing engine
for networked audio in
installations. Both Racks
bring all the connectivity
of the original A164 Wall
LCD and A168 Stage, but with the additional advantage of Dante
connectivity.
The A164D Wall LCD is a 16-input, four-output I/O expander that uses
the Dante network protocol to provide fixed additional I/O anywhere on
a network and is designed for wall or floor mounting. It comes with 16
mic preamps on XLR inputs with phantom power status LEDs and four
XLR line outs with direct preamp control from the 4REA4 controller
software. It can run at both 48K and 96k sample rates and is AES67
compatible. Primary and secondary Dante ports come with locking
EtherCON connectors and can run in both redundant and switched
mode. All LCD labels are dimmable and can be customized using Dante
controller software.
The A168D Stage is a portable 16-input, eight-output I/O expander, again
using the Dante network protocol to provide additional I/O anywhere on
a network. It comes with 16 mic preamps on XLR inputs with phantom

power status LEDs and eight XLR line outputs with direct preamp
control from the 4REA4 controller software. It runs at 48k and 96k and is
AES67 compatible. Primary and secondary ports again come with locking
EtherCON connectors and can run in redundant or switched mode.

d&b audiotechnik KSLi System
The new d&b audiotechnik KSLi
System, based around KSLi8 and KSLi12
loudspeakers, KSLi-SUB and KSLiGSUB, and a new 40D installation
amplifier, is intended to provide systems
integrators with a complete installation
package.
Key to the d&b audiotechnik KSLi
System are the KSLi8 and KSLi12, which
the company states are acoustically
identical to the mobile KSL System,
providing 80- and 120-degree horizontal
dispersion, respectively, with pattern
control aided by the geometry of two
front-facing 10-inch drivers and two
side firing 8-inch drivers, which couple
and apply cardioid techniques to cause directivity with low-frequency
headroom.
The new KSLi SUB, meanwhile, can be flown in an array (KSLi-SUB) or
ground stacked (KSLi-GSUB).
The 40D installation amplifier is designed for fixed installation
applications and is the most powerful 4-channel Class-D installation
amplifier in the d&b range. The new 40D amplifier also features a 4.3-inch
color display showing a range of speaker settings, device status and more.

DiGiCo Quantum338 Console
The new DiGiCo
Quantum338 digital
mixing
system
is based around
seventh-generation
FPGAs and includes
128 input channels
with 64 busses and
a 24 x 24 matrix, all
with full channel
processing. A “dark
mode” is available,
to be used on
the desk’s three 17-inch, 1000-nit high-brightness multi-touch screens,
allowing both the meter bridge and soft quick select buttons to be
displayed on each screen.
There are also 70 individual TFT channel displays, and the floating
Quantum chassis features 38 x 100mm touch-sensitive faders laid out in
three blocks of 12 fader banks, along with two dedicated user-assignable
faders, each complete with high resolution metering. The desk offers 32-bit
ADC and DAC converters, which are built into Quantum338 as standard,
alongside six single or three redundant MADI connections, dual DMI slots
and a built-in UB MADI USB recording interface. n
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